ABSTRACT A lyrebird chick was raised in captivity in the 1920s in Australia's New England Tablelands, or so the story goes. The bird mimicked the sounds of the household's flute player, learning two tunes and an ascending scale. When released back into the wild, his flute-like songs and timbre spread throughout the local lyrebird population. We count ourselves among those who admire the sonic achievements of this bioregion's "flute lyrebirds." These Superb Lyrebirds (Menura novaehollandiae) do indeed deliver an unusual and extraordinarily complex, flute-like territorial song, although often with a musical competence exceeding what a human flutist could achieve. In this paper, we engage with both the living and the dead across a wide-ranging cast of characters, linking up in the here and now and grasping a hand across the span of many years. Memory and narrativity are pertinent to the at times conflicting stories and reminiscences from archival and contemporary sources. Ultimately, accounts of "flute lyrebirds" speak to how meaning evolves in the tensions, boundaries, and interplay between knowledge and imagination. We conclude that this story exceeds containment, dispersed as it is across several fields of inquiry and a number of individual memories that go in and out of sync.
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Figure 2 Detail of historical parish map of
and 51 (later held by the Manns family). Annotation "H.S. Area Notd. 5.7.11" indicates that 
ACT ONE Martha's memory of 1936
Martha Manns was born in 1907, the second child and only daughter of Ada and Thomas Henry Manns (he would later be wanted by police for wife desertion 13 ). Sometime in the early 1970s, Martha purchased a reel-to-reel tape recorder and taped her low, matter-of-fact voice, describing her arrival at Allanbank when she was 29:
In 1936 I first went to the Allan's Water district, and later we purchased a property there known as Allanbank. It was on Allanbank I first heard the lyrebird mimicking the flute. It gave wonderful flute imitations of the Mosquito Dance, The Keel Row, and the scales. 14 I made enquiries and was informed that some years before, one of the neighbours had a lyrebird in captivity. The man played the flute, and the lyrebird learnt to mimic the sounds. Later, he released the bird, and then the other lyrebirds also picked up the sounds. The present generation of lyrebirds still make the flute-like sounds but not nearly as good as the original bird. It was a wonderful experience to listen to the original bird during the days and some nights as well. This is a recording of the Allanbank lyrebirds.
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What follows is about 30 minutes of lyrebird vocalizations. NR: Neville, how did you get on to this Allanbank lyrebird?
NF: I received a phone call from Merv Kedzlie, one of the logging operators in the Dorrigo area, back in 1969. Merv wanted to know what the actual lyrebirds' normal call was, his own call-not one of his mimicked calls. Merv said that they were making a chimes-type of call up where he was working, which was the type that I thought was normal for lyrebirds [from about 1958 onwards Fenton had heard the flute type of song when he managed the trout hatchery at nearby Ebor]. It was a week or two before I was able to get up there and hear his birds. When I did, I was quite amazed at the beautiful chorus. The call that I had mentioned to Merv was the call that they were making. I was so familiar with that particular call in the New England National Park that I thought lyrebirds made that call everywhere, but on comparing the call with those in the ! 49 Dorrigo State Park, I found that the Dorrigo birds weren't making a call anything like that. So, I immediately attempted to tape the call. I thought that it was a superior and more beautiful call than any I'd ever heard.
Figure 5 New England National Park from Point Lookout, 13 August 2008. The rugged Allan's Water district is on a plateau to the left. Photo by Neville Fenton.
NR: At this stage, had you any idea that it might have been in any way associated with a musical instrument?
NF: Not at all, no. I played it to various other people. Some said it sounded like other birds. The log cutters said that they thought it might be associated with an organ that one of the ladies has on a farm-that's the only explanation that they could make. I felt that this particular farmhouse was too far away from there, and too many birds had the call at any rate, and the only thing that I could associate it with was bulldozer tracks squeaking in the dry dust during logging operations that may have happened there years before. But nevertheless, nobody really had any idea just exactly where this could have originated.
NR: How did you discover that this was in fact an imitation of the flute? NF: Well, I had a friend at Dorrigo that was interested in orchids and also a keen bushwalker, Mr. Stan Beaumont, and Miss Manns, who lived up in the area where the lyrebirds were calling in the early days-she went along to Stan to see about some orchids, and he mentioned that I had a tape recording of the lyrebirds up there. Very shortly afterwards, she rang me and said could she hear the recording ! ! 50 because she felt she had the explanation to the peculiar call that these birds were making.
Martha told Neville that the sounds were mimicry of a flute. She took him to the site of a homestead at Allan's Water where she believed a captive, flute-mimicking lyrebird had been kept, and he recorded the birds there. MM: It was on our farm known as Allanbank, on the banks of Allan's Water, in the Ebor district. I went to live up there, and late in the night or in the early hours of the morning I heard this weird and wonderful sound-it seemed just outside the bedroom window. I couldn't imagine anything like a flute being played there at that hour of the day or night. Investigating later, I found the sound came from a lyrebird. I made some further MM: Oh, a number of sections, and they may not even continue and finish in the one day. It could go on, but he always continued from where he left off-he never went back on his tune-that is, the original bird. It was almost like an orchestra in a way, with the main bird whistling or singing his tune and in the distance other birds singing parts of the tune, but not the full sort of tune of the original bird. I found in the years that I lived on Allanbank that they made their most beautiful music in the early hours of the morning, shortly after daylight. They continued through the day from time to timesome days and some days not, and quite a few nights through the year you would hear this one bird singing his song.
NR: And these other birds, were they as good as the original bird?
MM: Oh no, definitely not. The sound was in many ways the same, but it was only a small portion of the original tune. I've heard the recording that Mr. Fenton played for me-it's not nearly as good, the sound, as it was from the original bird, but my knowledge of the bird dates back to about 1936.
Norman's ABC radio interview, c.May 1973
Norman Robinson compiled a cassette tape to document the "flute lyrebird" story. In addition to his interviews with Neville and Martha, the tape contains an ABC radio interview on the subject [NR = Norman Robinson, CM = Colin Munro, ABC presenter].
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NR: This broadcast of the flute-playing lyrebirds of Dorrigo was made by the ABC in Sydney. 22 The first part of the broadcast was made live in the studio and is not included in this recording. In it, the commentator referred to some of my previous lyrebird CM: The first sound was a flute, the second was the lyrebird. Now can you tell us the story of that?
NR: You're going right back to the early 1920s. Neville Fenton looked at this story, tried to trace the origin of this, and he got the name of Miss Martha Manns who in the 1920s took up with her brothers a dairy farm not far from Dorrigo, and Martha Manns told me that in the middle of the night when she first got there she heard a flute player playing a tune, and she rushed out, didn't wait for anything, she was a very forthright person, and the flute player was 60 feet up a tree, and of course it wasn't a human flute player at all, it was a lyrebird, and lyrebirds do in fact call in the middle of the night at times. And from then on she felt that she really must try to unravel this story, and she told me that the tunes that the bird mimicked were The Keel Row and the Mosquito Parade [later corrected by NR to the Mosquito Dance], two very popular tunes at that time, if anyone's old enough to remember them like I am [laughs] . This original bird that Martha found had been a pet of a neighbouring family of dairy farmers, and it had learned the two tunes from one of the family who played the flute. Subsequently, the bird was released, and other lyrebirds learnt the tunes from this bird, and because sections of the tune were so suitable and so well matched to the lyrebirds' needs, it replaced their own song completely, and has now become the lyrebirds' song.
CM: And this is how many generations of lyrebirds?
NR: Well, we don't know exactly how long lyrebirds live, but I would think for at least 15 years, so this is quite a few generations. And of course they've really got away from the original tune, and further away from Allan's Water, the flute-like songs gradually lose their very lengthy complex nature.
23 See archival audio clip #2: a simple melody played on a flute, followed by a complex flute-melody sung by a lyrebird, and then a scale sung by a lyrebird leading into another flute phrase from the lyrebird. Available at http://environmentalhumanities.org/archives/a-little-flute-music. ! 53 CM: Now perhaps we'll just pause here and listen to a little more of the flute.
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CM: Now that's quite extraordinary because that sounds almost like the lad that you were talking about, practising his scale. NR: Yes, that's true, and in fact this is not the first time this sort of thing has happened. There are some well-authenticated accounts by a German zoologist who one day heard a Blackbird imitating a human whistle, and he went through the Blackbird population, and he walked several miles, and eventually he found that the tune changed and gradually became much more recognizable as a human whistle, and there he found the man using this whistled tune to his cat, of all things [laughs] . 25 And he did the same thing on some larks, which mimicked the tune played by a shepherd's pipe. And here again he'd actually traced it back to the original shepherd. But in this [Dorrigo] case, of course, it happened so long ago that all we've been able to do is authenticate the story by getting somebody who actually heard the thing and got the story from the original family. The lyrebirds' own song is virtually wholly learned; it's not innate. They learn from one another, so that you get very distinct groups of lyrebirds, which are out of communication with the next group, and will have a completely different type of song.
I have recorded something like 20 different dialects of lyrebirds throughout Australia.
CM: This is what you call their territorial song?
NR: Yes. It's used in defence of their territory to warn other males from coming in. Humans build concert halls to get good acoustics for the orchestra. Lyrebirds, living as they do in different types of wet eucalypt forest, have to adapt to this acoustical environment. The birds range from the Dandenong Ranges in Victoria right up to the Queensland border, and just over the border.
NR: Following this broadcast I got an indignant letter from Martha Manns taking me task because I said that the tune was the Mosquito Parade. She told me that she had a recording of the Mosquito Dance, and I've tacked this recording on to the end of this, so that you can see in fact that this Mosquito Dance is indeed the tune, which is now clearly identifiable in the songs of these birds. 
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Excerpt of Norman's letter to Syd, 3 July 1973
The recording of Mosquito Dance made quite an impression on Norman Robinson. He and Syd Curtis were colleagues in lyrebird research, and it was Syd who had first alerted Norman to the "flute lyrebirds" in November 1971. Below is an excerpt from a letter Norman penned to Syd after hearing the Mosquito Dance.
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I have just heard a recording from Martha Manns of the Mosquito Dance, one of the tunes the Dorrigo lyrebirds were said to mimic. There is no doubt that this tune was the origin of this adopted song, so we now have the last piece of the puzzle and can publish the results. The really fascinating thing is that it has completely displaced the lyrebird "song" in this area, and I think this is because it is more suitable to an acoustical environment which has been drastically changed by logging activities. Photo by Kimbal Curtis. -that of the "flute lyrebirds"-summarizing the handful of references to it in the literature. 
See archival audio clip #3 at http://environmentalhumanities.org/archives/a-little-flute-music. Also see additional contemporary audio clips #4 and #5, one from the homestead area and one from Enfield State Forest, approximately 130 kilometres to the south. 38 Hilda Gladys Geissmann was a self-taught naturalist and nature photographer. ! 57 copy it. She explained that a chick had been taken from the nest and raised in the domestic fowl-run on a local farm in the 1920s.
I was fascinated by the flute sounds, but it also seemed to me that in a few places the bird was making two different sounds at the same time. Some birds can do this. The voice-producing organ of birds is the syrinx. A few birds were known to sometimes produce different sounds at the same time from the two sides. I wanted to be sure that the sounds on Martha's tape were truly simultaneous. I asked Martha to let me play the tape on my Uher recorder. I could then have played it at one-quarter speed to check. "No!," says Martha, "Certainly not. The tape is copyright." Martha had a two-speed recorder, and I asked her to play it at the slower (half) speed. Again, total refusal. She immediately rewound the tape, took it off her recorder and put it away. End of performance.
I knew Norman had a major interest in mimicry, especially by lyrebirds, and that your tape would be of great interest to him-hence my request to you to let him hear a copy. As you know, he was so fascinated by it, that he made a special trip over from WA [Western Australia, in 1972] to get you to take him to the lyrebirds. (I was not on that trip.) Norman recorded the birds and sent me a cassette of his ABC talk. That spurred me to want to visit and record them, and it was June '78 that you kindly took me to the area.
You first took me to the site of the farmhouse where Martha reckoned the bird had been held. By then the house had been removed but the house stumps were still there in the ground, marking the site precisely. Then you took me to the area where the bird allegedly was released-possibly, but not necessarily, the area from which it had originally been taken. I camped and recorded. And went back for another recording trip a few years later. I don't know whether you could still pinpoint the location of that original farmhouse. It would be great if you could.
Later Ed Slater [another ornithologist and lyrebird expert] got involved. He considered the story likely to be false. One of his arguments was that the distance between locations where he found flute calls was too great. I'm not convinced that the distance is a problem, given that there were forty plus years in which the calls could have spread. What would be a problem is if there is any major break in habitat.
The State Forest carried pretty much continuous habitat south to the Macleay River. The river certainly is a major break in the habitat, but there are two qualifications: firstly, the land on the north side rises quite steeply from the river in the area I looked at, whereas it was relatively flat on the southern side. I have seen an Albert's Lyrebird flying slightly downwards quite rapidly and directly for a reasonable distance. I reckon a Superb could also do so and that it would be possible for one to fly south across the river, though probably not in the reverse direction.
Remember, also, that a lyrebird's voice can be very loud. Norman reckoned Superbs can be heard up to a kilometre away, and Albert's can be heard further than that. Two possibilities arise: A young adult male "flute" lyrebird, unable to find a vacant area for his territory, might hear lyrebirds south of the river and fly down to join them; birds on the south of the river might hear "flute" songs and copy them.
All the best, Syd
Thorald's memories, 2009 and 2013
Thorald Manns (born 1926), the youngest brother of Martha, has a good memory of his time at Allan's Water. He was ten when his family went to live there. He still has Martha's tape recorder and knows the "flute lyrebird" story well. He believes it was the Jones family who had the pet lyrebird that mimicked the flute, and that the bird was kept in a big room in the house. 39 He had heard people say that the lyrebird used to sit up on a table while a boy played the flute. Thorald believes that boy was Ronnie Jones. However, Thorald never saw the lyrebird, nor did he see the flute, nor anyone playing it. There is no record of Martha mentioning the name of the Jones family, but the homestead site that she showed to Neville is the site of the Jones homestead. 40 When asked if he or his family played any musical instruments, Thorald said that his mother had a good singing voice, that he played the harmonica a bit, and that Martha as a girl had played some piano. None of them played the flute. Thorald and Martha were close, and he looked after her before she died. We spoke with him via telephone [VP = Vicki Powys, TM = Thorald Manns].
VP: Tell us about the first place you lived at Allan's Water, the Jones' homestead.
TM: We lived there for about 18 months and had hoped to buy it but missed out. The house was getting a bit dilapidated by then but was quite comfortable. One corner of a room was netted off, with a perch inside it. There was also a chook yard outside, and we kept chooks there for a while. It's possible that the lyrebird was kept sometimes inside and sometimes outside in the chook yard. When we first got there and lit a fire in the fireplace, there was some rubbish in there that unbeknownst to us, included a few bullets, which exploded but luckily missed us.
VP: Where on your block did you build your house Allanbank in relation to where the Jones' house was? TM: We lived in a big shed for a while that had a dirt floor, but the house we built later [Allanbank] had a wooden floor; we'd saved up enough by then to get some floorboards and some roofing iron. The walls were built of flattened fuel drums over a timber frame, and the chimney was made of corrugated iron with a stone base. Water was carried in buckets from the creek for washing, and we boiled up clothes in an outdoor copper that was set up on rocks and bricks. Later, we had a tap in the house that ran directly from a spring. There were springs all over the place. All we drank was spring water; it was lovely, not salty or anything. There were two bedrooms. I shared one with my brother, and Martha and Mum shared the other. Another room was combined kitchen, living, and dining room. We baked bread in a camp oven and made our own yeast. Lighting was by kero lamps. The mailman brought in our groceriesbags of flour and tinned stuff; we'd place an order and receive it a month later. We bought meat from Dorrigo-it was salt meat; we used it for soups and meals. We stored potatoes in the shed. Baked potatoes were lovely. We grew fruit trees from the seeds of plums, apples, and pears and had a paling fence around an acre of land with the fruit trees. We dried the plums, laying them out on a piece of cardboard on the roof to dry, and they kept well.
VP: What were the best things about living at Allanbank? TM: In the scrub there were some trees with moss, like a garden; they were beautiful. Sometimes my brother and I would go exploring over the cliffs. We would take a hatchet and cut a pole, and we'd slide down that from ledge to ledge. There was really interesting vegetation, different trees, treeferns, staghorns, orchids, hanging mosses, and real rainforest. VP: Did you see lyrebirds over the cliff? TM: Well yes, but there were lyrebirds on our place too. You could get quite close, especially when it was foggy; they were not shy, and there were a lot of them about.
VP: How did you learn how to cut timber? TM: We pretty much taught ourselves. Dad was a wanderer; he never owned much. We parted company, so there was just my mother, sister, and brother. We had to work hard or go hungry. My brother was left-handed, and I was right-handed, so that made sawing easier for us. Mum and Martha did some sawing, too. We used crosscut saws and wedges; we had all the wood getting gear, moles, hammers, crosscut saws, that sort of thing. A neighbour had a bullock team. We cut some timber on Jones' place and other people's places and made more money from that than from growing vegetables. We walked for miles to whatever jobs we had for other people. Later I rode a bike, and
we also got horses for riding. Martha liked horses and was a good rider. Eventually, we got a second-hand Maxwell ute-my brother bought it.
VP: What was Martha like?
TM: My sister Martha was 18 years older than me, and she was like a mum to us boys after our mother died in 1943. She was nearly six foot tall and strongly built, and she always preferred outdoor work to being indoors. Martha was pretty brainy. She loved photography but could not afford to buy film in the early days. I lived with my sister for many years, and I looked after her in her old age, but she could be a bit domineering. If there was an argument, I would just walk away.
Martha interviews Gordon and Thelma, c.1970-1975
The plot thickens with an interview Martha Manns initiated. Thorald Manns identified these two interviewees, who are referred to on tape only as Gordon and Thelma. 42 GP: Yes, I know it quite well, Miss Manns, and I had occasion to go to the property on different occasions and was well informed about the place.
MM: Did you know the neighbours who lived there years before I went to live in the district?
GP: Well, I didn't actually know their names, but I had business with them and had occasion to go and buy pigs off them [and go to] the property.
MM: Do you know if they had a lyrebird in captivity there?
GP: Yes, they had a lyrebird in a big cage, a wire netted cage.
MM: How big would it be?
GP: As big as an ordinary bedroom of a house, I'd say.
MM: Did the man of the house play any musical instrument?
GP: Yes, the gentleman of the house used to play the flute.
MM: And did the bird pick up any of the music? GP: Well, the lady of the house invited us in to have a drink of tea, and while we were in having the tea, the flute started to play, as I thought. I looked around, and the gentleman that used to play the flute was still sitting there with us, and I made an enquiry, and they told me that was the bird imitating the gentleman with the flute. The gentleman's wife, she used to play a piano.
MM: After they left there and the bird was released into the scrub, did you ever hear the calls then? GP: No, I left the district and come further to Dorrigo and never had occasion to go back, so I haven't heard the young birds imitate the old one to a certain degree.
MM: You've heard the recording I just played to you. Was the sounds on that anything like the original bird?
GP: It was like it but not nearly as perfect.
MM: Thelma, what do you know about the Allanbank lyrebird?
TP: Well, I never saw the bird, but I know for a fact it existed. My husband has seen it, and the people concerned were rather strange people, lived on their own, and this is something that one, knowing them, could understand they would do. They were musically minded, all the family, and I know for a fact they had a flute, and, as we all know, lyrebirds will mimic anything, and personally, knowing the birds, it would be quite easy for me to realise that this bird that you recorded is the offspring from the original bird. Many years ago on the same creek about four or five miles lower down, my brother [Bartlett] got a lyrebird chick, and my mother reared it, and it would only respond to her. She had a large vegetable garden and called this particular bird Daisy, and when she called it, it would come to her for feed, but if any of us younger people went out into the garden, it would take off in abject fright and plant under the cabbage leaves or wherever it could conceal itself. It goes to prove that lyrebirds can be tamed, you know, if taken the right way.
The Jones family's memories of Portion 52, 2009
Daniel Robert Jones married Jean Myles; they had four children and lived at Allan's Water from 1911 before moving to Coffs Harbour c. 1934-35. 44 At the time of our interviews in 2009,
Ronnie had died, but two other brothers, Raymond and Evan, were still living, had good memories, and were happy to talk about their life at Allan's Water. 45 Cousins Lyn (Raymond's daughter) and Roger (Evan's son and a librarian) facilitated the interviews. Roger remembers his grandfather Daniel very well. He described how Daniel had gone to Allan's Water in 1911 when he was aged about 30, had played the flute and recorder, and had lived a long and interesting life.
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Raymond Jones (born c.1924) confirmed that none of the three Jones boys played the flute (Ronnie had played the mouth organ). When questioned about keeping a pet lyrebird, he seemed genuinely surprised: "Keep a lyrebird! No, we never kept one, although there were plenty of them about."
47 Raymond indicated that they often heard the lyrebirds around Allan's Water. When asked if he thought they had a complex flute-like song, he observed that, rather than flute-like, he thought they gave a twanging tune like a guitar and could mimic a crosscut saw, and recalled that his sister had thought they produced a sound like striking a match. He confirmed that their father Daniel Robert Jones did sometimes play a wooden transverse flute with metal joins. Self-taught, he played pop tunes and hymns. The family made their living mostly from growing potatoes until potato blight arrived. That, combined with their distance to the markets, prompted them to move to Coffs Harbour when Raymond was about ten. Evan's son Roger Jones told us:
After talking to my father and uncle separately, there is no memory of a captive lyrebird, or a cage within the cottage. My father remarked that such an unusual "event" would be remembered and talked about by the family, and in this case, such a suggestion is not supported. Both men are those who are interested in and discuss their past at length, so if neither recall the matter it becomes difficult to substantiate. A piano was not kept by the Jones family, nor did the wife (Jean Jones, my grandmother) play any instrument. Ronald played a mouth organ, not a flute. That Daniel Jones played a flute is not disputed, but there is no recollection of particular tunes played.
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A chorus of memories about Martha, 2013
To try to fill out our picture of Martha Manns, we interviewed several of her acquaintances.
Here is an excerpt from our interview with husband and wife Kevin and Maureen Thomas. 
The boys had a sister, Jean May (1916 May ( -1974 MT: Oh, yeah, she's gorgeous. You know she loved her cigarette smokin'. They put her into a home and she said, "Well, I'm gonna sit out the bloody door if ya won't let me smoke it in there!" Yeah, she did! She wasn't givin' 'em up for anything, was she, Kevin? Up at Tamborine Mountain, they had a nursery there, her 'n her son, yeah they were lovely, we used to go up there, oh, she worned the carpet out for us when we went up there, 'cause we were living in Sydney then, and we used to go up and spend a day with her, yeah, she'd roll the mud out for you when you'd come 'n everything. I thought of her as a lovely woman, anyway.
HT: So, Maureen, did she ever tell you the lyrebird story?
MT: No, she didn't actually. Oh, she may have. She ever you, Kevin?
KT: Oh, I wouldn't know. BS: Well, my children were frightened of her; she was a big woman and always wore a wide belt and dressed like a man. She lived out in woop woop. 52 I suppose it was how she was brought up. The children reckoned she was half-man; that's why they were scared.
VP: So when she dressed like a man, do you mean suit and tie or just work clothes?
BS: She never wore a dress-just work clothes-certainly not a suit or anything. She wasn't the sort of person I could get close to, but I greatly respected her knowledge of the scrub. It was phenomenal what she knew. NF: I saw her as a very honest person. She was a bush-type lady-grew up in the back blocks, those types of people were very down to earth. I don't think she ever married. She had strong features-she could work as hard as most men, a strong personality and a strong body. I think she really believed the story, and I believe her-she may have withheld the name of the man who played the flute-she would want to protect that person in later years in case they got in trouble for having a pet lyrebird. She didn't give us the name of the person who played the flute, and I thought that in her own backwoods way she would have thought that she should not mention anything that would give them trouble. 53 And she would try to protect the tapes-my tapes.
HT: Do you think that Martha heard the original bird?
NF: If it had already been released, I guess she could not have known. I thought she told me she both saw and heard the bird, and it had been held in a cage, which I presumed to be a fowl-house type enclosure. I thought she used the Pitkins to partly back up this position. I'm sure she told me a boy played the flute. However, her Norm Robinson interview does not support many of these impressions. Norman felt the flute tune fitted perfectly with the lyrebirds' needs, but one could equally argue that the story fits human needs. Martha's sense of awe and wonder sought narrative authority. Our desire for an explanation of these remarkable vocalizations echoes theirs. 54 Thus it was that Powys, after combing through archival letters and diaries in search of pre-1900 descriptions of New England lyrebird song that might mention a flute-like dialect, emailed this to Taylor and Probets:
We had travelled by horseback all day and finally Papa decided we should make camp in a forest clearing. The stockmen hobbled the horses and set up our tents while Cook prepared the evening meal-salt meat, fresh parrot-meat, and a big damper that he cooked in the camp oven. Mama and my sister and I all shared a tent, while the men slept out in the open. At first light we were awakened by birdsong, and we glimpsed a Lyre Bird that was giving a complex flute-like song with so many notes all tangled up together. We had never heard anything like it before, and it was quite wonderful to hear. But we could not listen for long as soon the camp was roused with the clashing of pots and pans, and we had to saddle up our horses and get ready for the next stage to Armidale. ~ Mary Groggins, from Journey over the Northern Tablelands of New South Wales, 1871.
Our hearts leapt! We read on: "I made it up." Haraway suggests that our objectivity must make room for "surprises and ironies at the heart of all knowledge production; we are not in charge of the world." 55 It is not just the Jones and Manns families that link to this day, but all of us, linked through serendipity, coincidences, chance meetings, and detective work, and in the hope of proving (or disproving) the origin of-or in any case celebrating-the extraordinary "flute lyrebird" vocalizations.
When we began to unravel this old story to test its authenticity, our goal was to encourage luck by peeking in every nook and cranny. This quest for accuracy was both reliant upon but also in opposition to narrative and memory. In the above interviews and letters, you will notice some missing puzzle pieces, some pieces that do not fit, and even two pieces occasionally vying for the same spot. For example, Martha told Norman in 1972 that the flutist was a lad, but in a recording she made herself at about the same time, she identifies the flutist as a man. 
!
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Neville wondered if Martha were for some reason protecting the identity of the family with the captive lyrebird, and yet she identifies the site several times as Portion 52, the Jones' homestead. We must rule out the nearby Portion 51, since the Manns moved there after the lyrebird had supposedly been released, and none of them played a flute. Martha went to great lengths to document the story, pinpointing the Jones' homestead and identifying them to the Pitkins as "the neighbours who lived there years before I went to live in the district." Why then did she fail to name them, thus simultaneously acknowledging and hiding their identity? Martha knew where various Jones family members were later living. 56 We wonder why she never followed up on it or put Neville onto them. Did Martha hesitate to ask straight up questions, thinking perhaps it might be rude to ask, but then make up a version of her own?
Above all, we are unable to reconcile the interviews with the Jones family members and those of Gordon and Thelma Pitkin: the Joneses acknowledge a flutist in the household but no lyrebird, while the Pitkins recall both flutist and bird. Both are compelling. We have debated whether the lyrebird could have been released before the Jones boys were old enough to remember. The oldest known wild lyrebird was more than 29 years old, and other individuals have been known to live more than 20 years in the wild. 57 A young lyrebird begins to sing proficiently usually in his fourth year. No matter how we do the maths, it seems a tall ask for the boys-Ronald Alexander Jones (b.1911-the year the family moved to the property-now deceased), Daniel Evan Jones (born c.1922), and Raymond Jones (born c.1924)-to have never discussed this remarkable family event, if it did indeed occur. Raymond confirmed that they did notice and discuss the lyrebirds who dominated the sonic environment for hours each winter. However, their discussions of this seasonal marker apparently never led to talk of a captive bird or a flute tutor, which Ronald at minimum would have witnessed if there had been a pet lyrebird.
From the start, we decided not to align ourselves with absolutist positions for or against Martha's story-and it does appear to be hers. We found no other source for it, and in a small community, suppressing the provenance of such a story seems unlikely. When Martha first came to Allan's Water and heard the nocturnal lyrebird song, the first thing she thought was flute player. At that time she had no knowledge of any pet lyrebirds. We are left to wonder if someone indeed told her the story later, or if this might be an example of " [w] hen truth is at odds with meaning, it is meaning that wins"? 58 Some people eagerly accepted the story, convinced by the remarkable song itself and requiring no further proof. We took the position that no one is lying, allowing rather for discrepancies and errors of memory and interpretation, which are the typical human condition. We stitch ourselves-and our stories-together, however imperfectly; we are a cut-and-paste job, 59 and using narrative structure assists this process. 
